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Abstract
Objectives: The purpose of this study was to investigate whether quantification of pulmonary
perfusion from dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE)
MRI yields more reproducible results with data
acquired during free breathing than with data
from conventional breath-hold measurements.
Material and Methods: 10 healthy male volunteers
underwent two imaging sessions at a clinical 1.5TMRI system, separated by a week ± one day. Each
of these sessions comprised two DCE MRI acquisitions, one performed during breath-hold, and one
during free, shallow breathing; both acquisitions
were separated by at least 20 minutes. For all DCE
MRI measurements, a standard dose of Gadobutrol was used. Breath hold measurements lasted
53 seconds; free-breathing acquisitions were performed in a total acquisition time of 146 seconds.
Lung tissue was segmented automatically to minimize user influence and pulmonary plasma flow
(PPF) and volume (PPV) were quantified on a perpixel basis with a one-compartment model. Freebreathing measurements were analyzed twice, (a)
including data from the entire acquisition duration
and (b) after truncation to the duration of the
breath-hold measurements. For further statistical
analysis, median values of the resulting parameter
maps were determined. To assess intra-individual
reproducibility, intra-class correlation coefficients
and coefficients of variation between first and
second measurements were calculated for breathhold, truncated and full free-breathing measurements, respectively. Differences in the coefficients
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of variation were assessed with a non-parametric
two-sided paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Results: All 40 measurements were completed
successfully. Maps of PPF and PPV could be calculated from both measurement techniques; PPF
and PPV in the breath-hold measurements were
significantly lower (p<0.001) than in truncated and
full free-breathing measurements. Both evaluations of the free-breathing measurements yielded
higher intra-class correlation coefficients and
lower coefficients of variation between first and
second measurements than in the breath-hold
measurements.
Conclusions: Besides offering substantially higher
patient comfort, free-breathing DCE MRI acquisitions allow for pixel-wise quantification of pulmonary perfusion and hence generation of parameter
maps. Moreover, quantitative perfusion estimates
derived from free-breathing DCE MRI measurements have better reproducibility than estimates
from the conventionally used breath-hold measurements.
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Introduction
Pulmonary perfusion can be assessed qualitatively
[1-4] and quantitatively [4-12] by dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE
MRI). In such an experiment, contrast agent (CA)
is administered intravenously as a bolus; subsequently, the spatial and temporal distribution of
the CA in the tissue is monitored using an appropriate fast imaging sequence. From the measured
signal intensities, the time-resolved contrastagent concentrations in each voxel can be estimated and further analyzed using tracer-kinetic
theory [13], with the objective to derive physiological parameters such as pulmonary plasma flow
(PPF) or pulmonary plasma volume (PPV).
Measurements of pulmonary perfusion are
usually performed during breath hold, in order to
avoid or at least to minimize the detrimental effects of breathing-related motion on the quantification. Breath-hold measurements are intrinsically limited to rather short total acquisition times of
typically substantially less than one minute and
obviously have poor patient compliance – to the
extent that patients often are unable to hold their
breath long enough to complete the entire measurement. Moreover, it has been shown that pulmonary perfusion depends strongly on the degree
of inspiration, with perfusion in inspiration being
significantly lower than perfusion in expiration [8].
Since the level of inspiration at which a breath
hold is performed is difficult to control [14], this
effect contributes to poor intra-individual reproducibility of quantitative estimates of PPF and
PPV.
An acquisition during free breathing is desirable to circumvent these limitations. Such an acquisition technique leads to measurements averaged over the entire breathing cycle, as well as to
an increased patient compliance. The feasibility of
a free-breathing acquisition for the quantification
of pulmonary perfusion during free shallow
breathing has recently been demonstrated [15].
Performing the pulmonary perfusion measurement during free breathing inevitably leads to
artifacts in perfusion parameter maps, particularly
in areas close to lung boundaries (such as the
diaphragm) with relatively strong breathingrelated movement. However, by averaging over
the entire breathing cycle, estimates of pulmonary
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perfusion in less motion-affected areas of the lung
might be more stable and hence more reproducible. Therefore, we hypothesize that a DCE MRI
measurement of pulmonary perfusion during free,
shallow breathing yields more reproducible
measures of pulmonary perfusion than a measurement during breath-hold. In this study, we
investigate this hypothesis in a volunteer study, in
which we compare free-breathing and breath-hold
measurements of pulmonary perfusion.

Materials and Methods
Volunteers and study design
The study protocol of the volunteer study had
been approved by the institutional ethics committee. Ten healthy, male volunteers without any
symptoms or previous medical history of chest
disease (median age 30 years, range 25-39 years)
underwent two MR imaging sessions, separated
by one week ± one day. Informed consent was
obtained from all volunteers. Inclusion criteria
were male gender, health and non-smoking. In
each imaging session, two dynamic contrastenhanced measurements were performed, one
during breath hold (BH) and one during free,
shallow breathing (FB). The two acquisitions were
separated by 20 minutes to minimize the influence of residual contrast agent from the first
measurement. The order of FB and BH measurements was randomized between volunteers, but
kept constant between the first and second imaging session in the same volunteer.

DCE MRI measurements
All MR examinations were performed on a 1.5 T
whole-body MRI system (Magnetom Aera, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). For signal
reception, a 16-channel spine array coil and an
18-channel body matrix coil were used. For the
dynamic acquisition, a 3D spoiled-gradient echo
sequence (TWIST), accelerated with parallel imaging and view sharing [16, 17], was optimized to
acquire a series of coronal volumes (phaseencoding: LR) covering the chest in 1.3 seconds
per volume. Detailed sequence parameters are
given in Table 1. Almost all acquisition parameters were kept constant for free-breathing and
breath-hold acquisitions, the only difference being
the number of acquired volumes and hence the
total acquisition time: In the breath-hold measPage 2 of 12
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urements, 40 volumes were acquired in a total
acquisition time of 53 seconds. Not being restricted to one breath hold, free-breathing measurements were carried out over 146 seconds and
acquired 110 consecutive volumes, thus enabling
evaluations either of the same duration as the
breath-hold measurements by truncating the data
sets, or of the longer full duration to potentially
benefit from the larger amount of available data.
For the breath-hold measurements, volunteers
were instructed to hold their breath as long as
possible in half expiration and to continue with
shallow breathing, if necessary. Shallow breathing
throughout the entire acquisition time was required from the volunteers during the freebreathing measurements.
Both for free-breathing and breath-hold
measurements, a body-weight adapted dose of
0.1 mmol/kg body weight of contrast agent
(gadobutrol, Gadovist, Bayer Healthcare, Berlin,
Germany) was injected with a power injector in
the antecubital vein with a flow rate of 3 ml/s,
followed by a saline flush of 25 ml with the same
flow rate. The injection was started simultaneously with the start of the acquisition.

Free-breathing pulmonary perfusion DCE MRI

Post-processing
The measured data was imported into in-house
developed software (PMI 0.4, [18]) written in IDL;
all post-processing was performed within this
software.
Measurement of the arterial input function

The arterial input function was measured in the
pulmonary artery. In order to maximize reproducibility and to minimize user influence, user input
was reduced to the definition of a region close to
the branch of the pulmonary artery. Within this
region, the pixel values were averaged for each
time point. The arrival time of contrast agent in
the pulmonary artery was determined by inspection of the time intensity curve in the arterial region, and the baseline signal S0 was determined
by temporal averaging over all timepoints before
the arrival of contrast agent. Contrast agent concentration in this region was then calculated using
the absolute signal enhancement S(t) – S0. To
derive the concentration in blood plasma, the arterial signal enhancement curve was rescaled with
1/(1-hct), where hct denotes the hematocrit value.
Since no individual hematocrit values were available, a fixed value of the hct=0.45 was assumed.
Automatic segmentation

Table 1: Sequence parameters

Breath
hold
TE / TR

Free breathing

0.9 ms / 2.0 ms

Matrix size

128×128×36

Spatial resolution

3×3×4 mm³

Temporal resolution

1.3 s

Flip angle

15°

Bandwidth

1115 Hz/px

TWIST: pA / pB

0.21 / 0.26

Parallel imaging

GRAPPA, R=2,
24 reference lines

Total acquisition
time

53 s

146 s

Acquired volumes

40

110
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Contrast agent concentrations in each pixel curve
were also calculated from the absolute signal enhancement S(t) – S0. The arterial input function
was used for automatic segmentation of the lung
tissue in the entire dataset (excluding large vessels, image background and other tissue) as described previously [7]. In summary, a map of the
cross correlation of each pixel concentration-time
course with the AIF was calculated; all pixels with
cross correlation values over 0.3 (to exclude nonlung tissue) and below 0.9 (to exclude voxels in
pulmonary arteries) were included in a region.
Moreover, a map of the area under the curve,
normalized to the area under the AIF (nAUC), was
calculated, all pixels with nAUC values below
0.05 (to exclude background pixels) and higher
than 0.5 (to exclude pixels in blood vessels) were
excluded from the final lung tissue region.
Quantification

Pulmonary perfusion was quantified from the
breath-hold measurement, from the entire free
breathing measurement and, to ensure comparability between breath-hold and free-breathing
measurements, from the free-breathing measPage 3 of 12
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urement truncated to the first 40 time frames,
thus corresponding to the same total acquisition
time as used in the breath-hold measurement.
To each signal enhancement curve S(t)-S0 in
the previously defined region, a one-compartment
model [6, 13, 19] was fitted, yielding maps of PPF
and PPV. The median values of these maps were
then used as surrogate markers of pulmonary
perfusion and used for further statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed in R [20]. Differences in PPF and PPV between breath-hold
and full free-breathing measurements as well as
between breath-hold and truncated free-breathing
measurements were assessed with nonparametric, paired two-sided Wilcoxon signed
rank tests. Since the truncated and full freebreathing data do not represent statistically independent samples, testing for differences between
these data was not performed.
In order to assess the test-retest reproducibility of free-breathing and breath-hold pulmonary
perfusion measurements, the two-way agreement
intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) of first and
second volunteer measurements were calculated
using the R package ‘irr’ [21]. Additionally, the
intra-individual coefficients of variation (CV) between these measurements were calculated. Differences in CV between breath-hold and truncated
free-breathing measurements as well as between
breath-hold and full free-breathing measurements
were assessed with non-parametric, paired twosided Wilcoxon signed rank tests. Reproducibility
was determined as the root mean square average
over all coefficients of variation for free-breathing
and breath-hold measurements [22]; 95% confidence intervals were calculated with the bootstrap
method [23].

Results
All 40 measurements were completed successfully
and no adverse events were observed. The baseline time before arrival of contrast agent in the
pulmonary artery was in the range of 3 to 9 time
frames. Segmentation of pulmonary parenchyma
produced regions that contained mainly pulmonary parenchyma in all volunteers. In all regions,
the segmentation algorithm reliably excluded
large arterial and venous vessels. Regions close to
Invest Radiol 2014; 49(6): 382–389
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the diaphragm, where most of the breathingrelated motion occurred, were excluded as well.
Fine-tuning of the thresholds was not required in
any of the datasets. Figure 1 demonstrates key
steps of the segmentation algorithm in an exemplary slice of a free-breathing dataset. The evaluated volume in the maps obtained from the freebreathing data (mean/sd 2.3l/0.58l), was significantly (p<0.001) smaller than the corresponding
volume from breath-hold data (mean/sd 3.3l/0.71l).
Fig. 2a displays representative maps of PPF
from two volunteers, calculated from the breathhold, truncated and full free-breathing measurements, respectively. Maps from both measurements demonstrate that the segmentation algorithm selected mainly voxels in lung tissue, with
the exception of some single voxels. Fig. 2b
shows the corresponding maps of PPV.
Median values of PPV and PPF of all 40 measurements are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 3. No
significant differences (p>0.05) between first and
second measurements were observed for either
parameter in breath-hold and free-breathing
measurements. Table 3 displays the overall mean
values of PPF and PPV, averaged over first and
second measurement. PPF and PPV are significantly (p<0.001) higher (by 25 to 37%) in truncated and full free-breathing measurements than
in the breath-hold measurements, while the relative difference between truncated and full freebreathing measurements, on the other hand, is
only 5.4% for PPF and 4.0% for PPV.
Intra-class correlations of PPV between baseline and follow-up measurements were significant
(p<0.01) both for breath-hold, truncated and full
free-breathing measurements; PPF ICC was only
significant (p<0.005) for the free-breathing measurements and non-significant (p>0.05) for the
breath-hold measurement. ICC values, together
with the corresponding p-values are displayed in
Table 4. Intra-class correlation was higher for
free-breathing than for breath-hold, and higher
for PPV than for PPF.
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Figure 1: Segmentation. Key steps of the segmentation algorithm: The left image displays the cross correlation of each voxel with the arterial input function, measured in the pulmonary artery. Lung arteries and lung
parenchyma have the best cross correlation, whereas the cross correlation with all other tissues and vessels
is much smaller. The center image shows the corresponding map of the normalized area under the curve;
the right image is the final segmentation, resulting from thresholding of the two parameter maps.

Table 2: Quantitative values. Values of quantitative perfusion parameters in all measurements. Pulmonary
plasma flow (PPF) is given in ml/100ml/min, pulmonary plasma volume (PPV) in ml/100ml.

Parameter

volunteer

PPF

1
2
3

172.9
166.6

Truncated free breathing

Free breathing
first
second
measurement
measurement
267.3
227.5

first
measurement
281

second
measurement
237

114.7

325

297

311.6

275.3

202.4

140

180

136.4

174.1

283

4

301.4

218.7

331

317.3

267.6

5

116.1

125.4

159

166

144.6

158.9

6

122.3

94.3

132

137

124.1

131.4

201.1

329

282

188.9

267.1

329

491.6

301.2

145

164.8

140.2

293

7

112.3

8

453.9

227.1

518

9

190.8

122.3

169

10

216.9
206.2

89.6
158.2

266

235

259.5
240.6

279.2
222.3

94.1

48.7

109

65

103.2

58.6

Mean
SD
PPV

Breath hold
first
second
measurement measurement
208.3
186.3

275

1

12.4

10.0

14.0

12.6

15.3

14.8

2

7.9

7.9

13.8

15.0

14.6

17.9

3

9.6

8.3

10.4

10.1

10.7

10.4

16.4

17.1

14.1

18.5

14.8

11.0

4

16.3

5

7.8

10.5

8.3

8.8

11.6

6

7.5

6.0

8.4

8.2

7.7

7.9

7

7.5

9.4

10.8

10.7

10.9

10.3

9.6

17.4

14.7

17.2

15.2

8.0

8.5

8.1
13.9
12.5
3.0

8

12.0

9

11.1

7.6

9.0

10

10.0
10.2

6.6
9.2

14.7

13.3

12.4

11.8

15.0
12.7

2.6

2.6

3.1

2.3

3.5

Mean
SD
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Figure 2: Parameter maps. A) PPF maps of a representative slice (#20) from two volunteers (#1 and #9),
comparing first and second measurements of breath hold, truncated and full free-breathing. All maps display the PPF range from 0 to 400 ml/100ml/min, as indicated by the color bar. B) Corresponding PPV map
of the same slice in the same volunteers. All maps display the PPV range from 0 to 30 ml/100ml.
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Figure 3: Overview over quantitative results. A) Top row: Quantitative estimates of PPF for breath-hold, full
and truncated free-breathing measurements; first and second measurements in each volunteer are connected. B) Bottom row: Corresponding results for PPV estimates

Invest Radiol 2014; 49(6): 382–389
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Table 3: Overall mean values of PPF and PPV

BH

Truncated FB

FB

PPF [ml/100ml/min]

182.2

250.3

236.9

PPV [ml/100ml]

9.7

12.6

12.1

Table 4: ICC and reproducibility

Parameter

Mode
ICC
p
CV (RMS)
Confidence interval
Breath hold
0.39
0.085
0.32
0.22
0.43
Trunc. free
0.77
0.002
0.14
0.08
0.20
PPF
breathing
Free breathing
0.74
0.003
0.14
0.08
0.21
Breath hold
0.70
0.005
0.18
0.13
0.23
Trunc. free
0.84
0.006
0.10
0.06
0.14
PPV
breathing
Free breathing
0.85
0.003
0.10
0.06
0.15
Intra-class correlation coefficients with the corresponding p-values, test-retest reproducibility (RMS, root
mean square average of CV values; a lower value indicates better reproducibility) and 95% confidence intervals of RMS of PPF and PPV both for breath-hold, truncated free breathing and free-breathing measurements.

Figure 4: Coefficients of variation. Coefficients of variation for the breath-hold, truncated and full freebreathing measurements: free-breathing measurements yield lower coefficients of variation for PPF and
PPV, indicating better reproducibility than the conventional breath-hold acquisitions.

Invest Radiol 2014; 49(6): 382–389
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The coefficients of variation are shown in
Fig. 4 for PPF (left) and PPV (right). Coefficients
of variation of truncated and full free-breathing
measurements were significantly lower (p<0.05)
than those of the breath-hold measurements for
PPF and lower, although not significantly (p>0.05),
for PPV. Reproducibility, assessed as the rootmean-square average of the coefficients of variation, is also given in Table 4, along with bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals; reproducibility is much better for truncated and full freebreathing measurements than for breath-hold
measurements.

Discussion and conclusion
The feasibility of pulmonary perfusion quantification from free-breathing acquisitions has recently
been demonstrated [15]. DCE acquisitions during
free breathing are particularly attractive for clinical applications, since they offer substantially
increased patient comfort and compliance. Moreover, since the total acquisition time is not limited
to a single breath hold, it becomes possible to
measure not only vascular parameters like pulmonary plasma flow and volume, but also additional
parameters that characterize potential contrast
agent extravasation in focal pathologies [13, 24] .
A very promising aspect of free breathing pulmonary DCE measurements is that they might allow
for a more reproducible assessment of pulmonary
hemodynamics due to the intrinsic averaging over
the breathing cycle.
Quantification of pulmonary perfusion with
standard breath-hold acquisitions has a relatively
poor reproducibility due to a combination of several facts: Physiologically, pulmonary perfusion
varies strongly throughout the breathing cycle [8],
and achieving consistent breath hold in the same
phase of the breathing cycle is challenging. Also,
quantitative estimates depend critically on the
region in which they are evaluated. The oftenused region-based approach, in which the concentration time courses of all pixels in a userdefined region are averaged to increase signal-tonoise ratio, is valid only when the region is carefully defined in tissue with homogeneous blood
flow and volume. Averaging over an inhomogeneous region such as the lung yields distorted estimates that are strongly influenced by the pixels
that contain large vessels. Consequently, the defi-
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nition of the region in which perfusion is to be
assessed is a highly relevant factor for the outcome of such an analysis; if this region is defined
manually, this step of region definition introduces
strong user dependence.
We aimed to minimize user influence and potential user bias by using an automatic segmentation approach for the definition of regions in lung
tissue. Effectively, user input was reduced to the
definition of a small region in a well-defined location in the pulmonary artery and the counting of
time frames until contrast agent arrived in this
region. With this, the post-processing proceeded
automatically, so that we assume that user influence plays a small, if not even negligible, role in
our quantification of pulmonary perfusion – both
for breath-hold and free-breathing data. Our segmentation algorithm was designed to select the
entire lung with its rather heterogeneous distribution of perfusion (see Figs. 1 and 2). It is worth
mentioning that the algorithm performs even better with longer acquisition times. This can be appreciated in Fig. 2: in the breath-hold datasets,
much more background pixels are selected erroneously than in the free-breathing datasets, which
were both segmented using the full non-truncated
free-breathing data sets. The reason for this behavior is most likely that the free-breathing data is
measured over a longer total acquisition time and
hence contains more information. Due to this increased informational content, background pixels
have poorer cross correlation with the arterial
curve and lower values of nAUC, so that a misclassification is less likely than with the shorter
breath-hold measurement.
Since averaging over all pixel curves in this
region in order to increase the SNR is not a valid
option for further quantification, we quantified
pulmonary perfusion on the pixel level with a onecompartment model. A model-based approach is
favorable in situations with low SNR, since it reduces the number of free parameters to the absolute minimum; whereas the often used deconvolution approaches are known to perform poorly in
settings with low SNR [7, 25]. A pixel-based approach has the additional benefit of producing
parameter maps instead of mere numbers, so that
potential focal perfusion defects can be detected
easily.
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Quantification and reproducibility
In concordance with a previous study [15] we
observed higher values of PPF and PPV in the
free-breathing measurement. The reason for this
apparently increased perfusion is probably that
both PPF and PPV are parameters normalized to
volume. Since the average lung volume is smaller
in a free-breathing measurement, higher values of
the perfusion parameters ensue.
Breathing-induced motion influences the signal intensity in two ways: First, breathing results
in fluctuations of lung density and therefore of
MR signal. In expiration, the lung volume is
smaller and the tissue density and hence the MR
signal is higher, whereas in inspiration, tissue
density and MR signal are lower. Second, and
possibly more important, breathing-induced motion leads to variations in signal intensity, since
e.g. small vessels move in and out of each voxel.
Since the AIF is not affected by either of these
effects, the model fitting process intrinsically averages over the breathing-induced signal fluctuations. After model fitting, these signal fluctuations
should result mainly in an increase of the residual
sum of squares (χ²) and only to a lesser extent, if
at all, in a change of parameter estimates.
With the influence of the user on the quantification minimized, we were able to demonstrate
that free-breathing measurements yield better
intra-individual reproducibility of the global values of PPF and PPV than the conventionally used
breath-hold measurements – even when evaluated
over the same short acquisition time. The reason
for this better reproducibility may be found in the
fact that a measurement during free breathing
inherently averages over the entire breathing cycle, instead of representing one phase only, such
as in- or expiration. However, applied to patients
with focal perfusion defects, this smoothing effect
might obscure the detectability of very small lesions on parameter maps. It is worth mentioning
that a free-breathing measurement allows for
longer total acquisition times than a breath-hold
measurement. Although not required for the
quantification of PPF and PPV, this opens up the
possibility to assess and characterize slower processes such as the extravasation of contrast agent,
e. g., in tumors.
Interestingly, we observed that pulmonary
perfusion in the second breath-hold measurement
Invest Radiol 2014; 49(6): 382–389
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was lower, although not significantly, than in the
first breath-hold measurement. The reason for
this effect may be that we demanded a rather long
breath hold of 53 seconds. We speculate that, in
the second measurement, the volunteers involuntarily hold their breath in deeper inspiration in
order to better accomplish this long breath-hold
period; the deeper inspiration may be the cause
for the lower values of PPF and PPV. Although
this trend of lower pulmonary perfusion in the
second measurement was non-significant, this
systematic effect obviously impedes the reproducibility of the breath-hold measurements. Better
training of the breath hold prior to the MR examination might therefore improve the reproducibility
of breath-hold measurement. Nevertheless, in a
clinical setting, a free-breathing measurement
without the need for additional training might be
preferable.

Further observations and potential improvements: dealing with motion
It is worth mentioning that the reproducibility of
free breathing pulmonary perfusion MRI might be
increased even further by more elaborate means
of dealing with diaphragm motion. A possible
strategy for this purpose is retrospective triggering, e.g. on the diaphragm position [26], and discarding, e. g., all volumes acquired during ex- or
inspiration. However, this strategy significantly
reduces the effective temporal resolution. This
entails that rapid signal changes, which occur e.g.
during the first passage of the contrast agent, are
missed, which is detrimental for the quantification
of PPF.
A more refined, but also more challenging
method would be to use an elastic registration of
consecutive time frames to a reference image
[27] . This strategy requires additional and complex post-processing; a particular challenge is the
differentiation of rapid signal changes that are
due to passage of contrast agent from signal
changes that are due to motion. Nevertheless, this
approach might be beneficial for datasets with
more breathing-related motion than in our study,
e.g. in patient measurements.

Limitations of this study
Our study is not without limitations. First of all,
only a small number of healthy volunteers were
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included in the study. Results in patients, potentially with lung diseases, may differ from the results found in this study, in particular, if the patients are unable to breathe as shallowly as the
volunteers in this study. It remains to be investigated in further studies with different patient cohorts, whether the promising results of this study
can be translated into clinical practice. However,
we expect no fundamental problems of the freebreathing protocol, especially in the light of the
much better patient compliance of a freebreathing acquisition.
For each contrast-enhanced measurement, a
standard dose of contrast agent was injected with
a flow of 3 ml/s. This causes a high concentration
of contrast agent, in particular during the first
pass of contrast agent through the pulmonary
artery. It may well be that the linearity regime of
the acquisition is exceeded here, leading to an
underestimation of the arterial concentration. This
would cause an overestimation of PPF and PPV.
However, we did not observe signal saturation or
flattening of the arterial peak during the first pass,
and the observed perfusion parameters are well
within the range known from literature. A prebolus measurement [28, 29] would be very helpful
in removing the effects of potential nonlinearities,
but was not performed in this study. Nevertheless,
the objective of this study was the assessment of
reproducibility of quantitative pulmonary perfusion by comparison of two measurements separated by one week. Since the protocol was unchanged, potential nonlinearities would have affected both measurements in the same manner,
so that we assume that they do not play a significant role for the assessment of reproducibility.
In our study, two doses of contrast agent were
applied in each imaging session; the time interval
between the two injections was 20 minutes or
longer. Although we cannot entirely exclude the
possibility that residual contrast agent from the
first injection might influence the second measurement, this should not affect the assessment of
reproducibility, since the order of FB and BH acquisitions within each volunteer was the same in
each imaging session and randomized only interindividually.
In conclusion, we were able to demonstrate
that pulmonary perfusion in healthy volunteers
can be quantified more reproducible from measInvest Radiol 2014; 49(6): 382–389
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urements obtained during free breathing than
from measurements during breath hold. This is a
very encouraging result, since free-breathing
measurements are easier to implement in clinical
routine than the conventionally used breath-hold
measurements, which pose higher demands both
on technician and on the patient.
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